Spatial stochastic models play an important role in understanding and predicting the behaviour of complex systems. Such models may be implemented with explicit knowledge of only a limited number of parameters relating to spatial relationships among locations. Consequently, they are often used instead of deterministic-mechanistic models, which may potentially require an unrealistically large number of parameters. Currently, in contrast to spatial stochastic models, the parameterization of the joint spatial distribution of objects in landscape models is more often implicit than explicit. Here, we investigate the similarities and differences between bona fide spatial stochastic models and landscape models by focusing mostly on the relationships between processes, their realizations (patterns), representation and measurement, and their use in exploratory as well as confirmatory data analysis. One of the most important outcomes of recognizing the importance of stochastic processes is the acknowledgement that the spatial pattern observed in a landscape is only one realization of that process. Hence, while ecologists have been using landscape pattern indices (LPIs) to characterize landscape heterogeneity and/or make inferences about processes shaping the landscape, no stochastic modelling framework has been developed for their proper statistical elucidation. Consequently, several (mis)uses of LPIs draw conclusions about landscapes which are suspect. We show that several reports about sensitivities of LPIs to measurements have common roots that can be made explicitly manageable by adopting stochastic models of spatial structure. The key parameters of these stochastic models are composition and configuration, which, in general, cannot be estimated independently from each other. We outline how to develop the stochastic framework to interpret observations and make some recommendations to practitioners about everyday usage. The conceptual linkages between patterns and processes are particularly important in light of recent efforts to bridge the static-structural and the dynamic-analytic traditions of ecology.
Spatial stochastic models play an important role in understanding and predicting the behaviour of complex systems. Such models may be implemented with explicit knowledge of only a limited number of parameters relating to spatial relationships among locations. Consequently, they are often used instead of deterministic-mechanistic models, which may potentially require an unrealistically large number of parameters. Currently, in contrast to spatial stochastic models, the parameterization of the joint spatial distribution of objects in landscape models is more often implicit than explicit. Here, we investigate the similarities and differences between bona fide spatial stochastic models and landscape models by focusing mostly on the relationships between processes, their realizations (patterns), representation and measurement, and their use in exploratory as well as confirmatory data analysis. One of the most important outcomes of recognizing the importance of stochastic processes is the acknowledgement that the spatial pattern observed in a landscape is only one realization of that process. Hence, while ecologists have been using landscape pattern indices (LPIs) to characterize landscape heterogeneity and/or make inferences about processes shaping the landscape, no stochastic modelling framework has been developed for their proper statistical elucidation. Consequently, several (mis)uses of LPIs draw conclusions about landscapes which are suspect. We show that several reports about sensitivities of LPIs to measurements have common roots that can be made explicitly manageable by adopting stochastic models of spatial structure. The key parameters of these stochastic models are composition and configuration, which, in general, cannot be estimated independently from each other. We outline how to develop the stochastic framework to interpret observations and make some recommendations to practitioners about everyday usage. The conceptual linkages between patterns and processes are particularly important in light of recent efforts to bridge the static-structural and the dynamic-analytic traditions of ecology.
Ecologists, in their quest to understand ecological processes and their impacts in crafting landscape heterogeneity, are bulimic users of statistical and spatial methods to extract any traces of spatial pattern that are hiding in ecological data. Hence, throughout the last 30 years or so, several waves of statistical tools have been used by ecologists to synthesise and extract patterns to examine: community behaviour (e.g. multivariate statistics, ordination methods); diversity (e.g. information theory); spatial structure at the community level (e.g. spatial statistics, geostatistics); and lately, spatial structure at the landscape level (e.g. landscape indices). As each of these waves of novel methods was introduced to the field of ecology, ecological understanding made important progress that allowed the identification and understanding of new facets of ecological complexity. Each wave has shown the same evolution: 1) several key papers introduce the new methodologies to ecologists; 2) a burst of papers applies them in various ecological contexts; 3) critical reviews caution ecologists about the potential misuses and pitfalls of these methods; and 4) only the most effective methods persist and are useful.
Currently, the landscape indices wave is at the third phase where several researchers are investigating the limitations and sensitivity of these indices to adequately characterise landscape heterogeneity. Indeed, since the first landscape indices were introduced (O'Neill et al. 1988) , much effort has been invested in refining existing measures and developing new ones (for reviews of these methods see: Li and Reynolds 1995 , Haines-Young and Chopping 1996 , Gustafson 1998 . In that time there has been increasing recognition of the limitations of landscape indices, both in general and for individual measures (Tischendorf 2001) . The goal of this paper is to provide a more theoretical perspective on the domain of application of the landscape indices by using a spatial stochastic modelling framework.
Ecology, landscapes and the introduction of LPIs
We see two major unresolved issues related to the development of landscape pattern indices (LPIs) as part of a unified ecological-stochastic research framework: (1) the interpretation of the relationships between spatial structure and processes, and (2) the understanding of the constraints of spatial data representation on inference. The first of these is conceptually related to two separate traditions in ecology, while the second is more associated with the techniques of data analysis itself.
Plant and animal ecology stem from different traditions in their ways of approaching organisms, patterns and processes (Czárán 1998) . Hence, in the plant sciences the emphasis of the predominant Humboldtian tradition was to analyse the empirical, apparently static, spatial structure of plant communities (Allen and Hoekstra 1992, Pickett et al. 1994) . Since then the development of conceptual frameworks and theories has addressed plant dynamical mechanisms (e.g. seed dispersal, clonal growth, etc.; Pacala 1987 , Colasanti and Grime 1993 , Cain et al. 1995 , Oborny et al. 2000 . On the other hand, in classical population dynamics, dominated by animal ecology, the requirement of explicit reference to an actual spatial distribution was mostly neglected. Recently spatiallyexplicit metapopulation models are incorporating space in a dynamic context (Dieckmann et al. 2000) . The 'dichotomy' of these traditional approaches seems to have resulted in the separation of the description of spatial patterns and the dynamic mechanisms explaining how and why patterns develop.
The second unresolved issue related to the development of a unified ecological-stochastic research framework stems from our inability to track the impact of data collection and processing (e.g. resampling, visualisation) on our understanding of ecological processes. Indeed, the data representation problem has become more apparent with advances in data collection and analysis technology, such as geographical information systems (GISs) and remote sensing. As long as field data analysis was limited (e.g. a small number of individuals observed in a small area), there were no operational problems regarding comparisons of landscapes; the observations did not come in many different forms, at different spatial resolutions and extents, using different levels or types of measurements (Fortin 1999 , Csillag et al. 2000 . Thus, there was no need to develop a common conceptual framework for comparison and hypothesis testing (e.g. significance of the differences) for various processes at the landscape level, partly because studies were carried out at the local level, so that classical statistics could be used.
As the horizon of ecology broadened from (spatially) limited sites to landscapes, and practically to global extent, and as analysis of data that is no longer directly derived from individual organisms (e.g. landcover classes determined from satellite imagery) became widespread, linking observations to ecologically meaningful processes created new challenges. With this broadening horizon, the conceptual linkages between processes and patterns needed foundations to incorporate different levels of heterogeneity in the observed pattern (e.g. in resources, in disturbances, in species). Further, due to the technological shifts, the analyses needed procedures that could meaningfully manage (e.g. summarize, test) gigabytes of data and provide operational feedback about potential ecological processes.
Indices of landscape pattern were introduced as a consequence of recognizing these new needs (''Methods are needed to quantify aspects of spatial pattern that can be correlated with ecological processes'': O 'Neill et al. 1988) . One of the most attractive features of LPIs has been their simplicity: one can summarize huge amounts of data in a single number (or by a limited set of numbers) without a priori knowledge of the landscape, its processes and organisms. A wide spectrum of views and interpretations quickly resulted in the development of several dozens of LPIs: some emphasized the shape of patches (LaGro 1991), some preferred characterizing edges of pixels (Hargis et al. 1998, Trani and Giles 1999) , and some focused on the diversity , Traub and Klein, 1999 , Fjellstad et al. 2001 . Their widespread use was also boosted by freely available software (Baker and Cai 1992, McGarigal and Marks 1995) .
It appears to us that, due to the rapid development (and consequent lack of conceptual and statistical foundations) of LPIs, the focus of interest and activities shifted from ecological inference, which requires conceptual linkages between our observations and their dependence on the processes controlling them, to 'number crunching' characterization of the observations themselves (e.g. LPI dependence on spatial resolution (Turner et al. 1989, Wickham and , spatial extent (Turner et al. 1989 , O'Neill et al. 1996 , Hargis et al. 1998 , edge effects (Hargis et al. 1997) , misclassification (Hess 1994 , correlations between LPIs (McGarigal and McComb 1995 , Cain et al. 1997 ). While it is essential to understand the characteristics (e.g. the sensitivity and constraints) of the LPIs that provide new information for researchers and practitioners, we would like to have a closer look at this by putting it ''back'' into the classical ''pattern and process'' framework (Watt 1947 ) through the explicit acknowledgement of the stochastic nature of ecological processes.
Process and pattern: a spatial stochastic modelling perspective
A spatial stochastic process specifies the spatial dynamics of variables through their joint distribution (i.e. the probability of a value of a variable at each location as a function of the values of that variable at all other locations). All spatial stochastic processes involve an element of chance. For example, considering wildfires as spatially stochastic processes, we can estimate fire rotation length of a given area, but we cannot predict when a specific spatial location will be burned. Spatial stochastic processes can be modelled in two ways, either by specifying explicitly the joint distribution function for any finite collection of random variables (hereafter referred to as spatial stochastic models, Ripley 1981), or by implicitly accounting for the spatial interrelationships among objects by modelling only the spatial pattern (hereafter referred to as landscape models). Therefore, in the case of wildfires, one can either specify explicitly the probability of burning at a location as a function of the burning state of its neighbours in addition to environmental conditions (process-based models), or one can anticipate a given number, size and arrangement of burned locations (pattern-based models).
Once a stochastic process is defined and then modelled (e.g. in the form of computer code), any number of realizations can be generated. In the case of spatial stochastic models, these realizations are spatial patterns (Fig. 1) . In a general inferential scheme the process is defined (and can be called a model) but its parameters are not known. Therefore, we observe (sample, analyze, etc.) the realizations (spatial patterns) and use these observations to infer the model parameters. Without going into the details of statistical inference (see, for example, the last chapter of Ripley (1996) for a rigorous condensed overview), it is clear that this inference is, in some sense, the inverse of observation conditioned on the measurements and the model. Here, the ''conditioning'' means that certain types of observations are more likely given the model and its parameters, and conversely, certain parameter values are more likely given the observations. There are two major constraints on working within this stochastic modelling framework. First, conceptually, it is difficult to find the best model for a given task (i.e. inference based on a set of observations), although information theory provides some guidelines (Linhart and Zuchini 1986, Rissanen 1996) . And second, technically, it is a major challenge to have enough observations for inference (e.g. estimating model parameters with confidence intervals), especially at the landscape level. This has particular relevance for spatial data, because, in general, one frequently has to work with just one observation (i.e. one landscape). At first glance, this appears to be an ''impossible'' situation since one Fig. 1 . The conceptual flow-chart of spatial stochastic modelling; clockwise from top-left. A 'process' means a definition of a probability distribution (see text for details). A 'realization' is the usually single sample landscape to be analyzed. The way the landscape is represented, for example in a GIS, determines the types of measurements that can be performed. The purpose or use of these measurements is critical for inferring about the process. Descriptive or exploratory data analysis can be performed regardless of the process. Statistical inference (e.g. estimating model parameters and our confidence in them), however, requires exact specification of the process.
has less data elements than parameters to be estimated (e.g. with n data element locations there would be n parameters for the expectations, plus n 2 for the interrelationships between the location-pairs, which may not be symmetric). Therefore, some form of stationarity has to be assumed (e.g. first-order stationarity referring to the expectation or second-order stationarity referring to covariance ; Haining 1990) . It is important to emphasize that this is a property of the process (not the observations): stationary spatial stochastic models form a subset of all possible stochastic models, where some, or all, of the model parameters are spatially invariant (see Cressie 1993 for detailed mathematical treatment). Stationary processes make statistical inference for spatial data conceptually simple, and the dramatic success of geostatistics serves as a good illustration of that (Rossi et al. 1992 , Ver Hoef 2002 .
Pattern and process: linking the ecological and the stochastic perspective
In principle, the landscape ecological definition of the relationships between patterns and processes is very similar to the stochastic framework (''… ecological processes generate patterns, and by studying the patterns we can make useful inferences about the underlying processes.'': Urban (1993) ). The types of questions driven by this approach may sound like: ''Is this landscape different from that one?'', or ''Has the landscape in this region changed over time?'', which practically ''rhyme'' with the stochastic modelling approach: ''How likely is it that this landscape is the result of that process?'' Note that the first two of these questions avoid using any reference to statistical concepts such as significance testing which requires knowledge of the probability distributions of all landscapes.
This call for inference from pattern to process requires spatial stochastic modelling and the assumption of some form of stationarity (Ripley 1981 , Cressie 1993 ). Why is it, then, that references to ''stationarity'' or a ''stationary process'' are so rare in a landscape ecological context? (A search on ''stationar*'' in the title +abstracts+ keywords in the seven major ecological periodicals in the ISI database resulted in 14 hits, five of which [though none of them in the journal Landscape Ecology] referred to spatial (and the remaining nine to temporal) stationarity. Similarly, there is only one reference to ''stationary process'' in Turner et al. (2001) and this is in the context of landscape equilibrium and one to ''stationarity'' in Gergel and Turner (2002) , which relates to a Markovian transition matrix.)
LPIs are regularly reported as summaries of landscape characteristics, which suggests the assumption of stationarity (otherwise a single number would not be able to characterize an entire landscape). At the time of writing, the ISI database reports 1143 hits for ''landscape AND (index OR metric)''; a review of 214 of them revealed that about 22% of these compared LPI values, apparently without any reference to some underlying process or model which would justify the computations and comparisons.
We believe that the lack of references to stationarity (or practically any other stochastic model component) while computing and comparing LPIs may be due to the misunderstanding and misinterpretation of the generally accepted definition of spatial heterogeneity, which ''[for categorical maps] is the complexity of the composition and configuration of patches'' (Li and Reynolds 1995) . The misinterpretation is rooted in the tendency that it is the data one needs to understand and not the process. Therefore, any reference to spatial homogeneity (or invariance of the parameters) that characterizes the process (not the data) does not appear applicable. Furthermore, this data-centric view explains the numerous empirical studies that try to describe the dependency of LPI values on data representation and measurement types (see Fig. 1 and the references cited above) without considering the role our understanding of the process may play in such explanations (Dungan et al. 2002) .
To establish firm and sound linkages between stochastic and landscape ecological models, it is necessary to consider the ''data generating process'' as a whole. This involves selecting or developing spatial stochastic models that (1) handle landscape heterogeneity (in principle, considering any and all relevant components of it), and (2) have a set of parameters that can be estimated from observed data. It is important to note that these ideas do appear in a landscape ecological context (Urban 2000) , usually under ''neutral models'' (Gardner and O'Neill 1991 , Gustafson and Parker 1992 , With and King 1997 , but have not ''infected'' the general use of LPIs. The general approach with neutral models is that some measure of the observed landscape pattern is compared to properties of the distribution of that measure generated by a neutral model. In this case one can evaluate how likely the observed measure of pattern is, and if this likelihood is lower than a critical threshold, the null hypothesis (i.e. there is no deviation from the neutral model) is rejected.
Toward using LPIs in inferential roles
The need for using LPIs in an inferential role has been well documented: (1) several studies called attention to the fact that similar LPI values were obtained under different circumstances (Gustafson and Parker 1992 , Wickham et al. 1997 , Hargis et al. 1998 , Gustafson 1998 , Bélisle et al. 2001 , Fjellstad et al. 2001 , Tischendorf 2001 , (2) several authors called attention to the concern that spatially homogeneous processes can result in different LPI values (Graneiro 2001 , Hargrove et al. 2001 , Tischendorf 2001 , and (3) numerous studies attempted to use LPIs to assess change over time (Ojima et al. 1994 , Sachs et al. 1998 ). In summary: ''One challenge still facing landscape ecologists is that the statistical properties and behaviour of some [sic!] landscape metrics are not well known.'' (Turner et al. 2001 ; see also Cardille and Turner 2002 p. 86. and Hobbs 1999 p. 15.) .
To develop reasonable spatial stochastic models (and we stress the plural here, trying to avoid any hint for ''the'' model), first, one needs to assess the spatial characteristics of ecological processes, and second, appropriately manageable mathematical expressions with spatial stochastic parameters need to be found or developed. A possible analogy may be the development of spatial stochastic models in geography, with the seminal work of Moran (1948) . He proved that, in the case of random processes, the expected value of spatial correlation follows a normal distribution. In some sense, this provided the first type of ''neutral models''. More recently developed models (e.g. autoregression, Markov random fields), which account for processes such as diffusion, transfer (disturbance), interaction, dispersal, etc. (Getis and Boots 1978 , Cliff and Ord 1981 , Haining 1990 , Fotheringham et al. 2000 , have nevertheless had little impact on parallel developments in ecology (but see Dieckmann et al. 2000 ).
Once we have determined a model that accounts for some ecological processes in a stochastic framework by defining the probability distribution of spatial patterns as a function of the model parameter(s), we can run simulations to characterize the sensitivity of LPIs to the model parameters. These sensitivity analyses essentially evaluate the usefulness of LPIs to quantify model behaviour. They can also provide insight into the relationships among LPIs, which may or may not be monotonic. We should aim for methods to estimate the Fig. 2 . The empirical distributions of two LPIs for 64-by-64 binary isotropic grids as a function of two stochastic parameters (composition, measured by proportion, and configuration, measured by spatial autocorrelation). Number of patches (NP) on the left, Contagion (CONTAG) on the right. The top figures show the distribution of the averages of LPIs in the parameter space. The middle and bottom graphs show the actual distributions as cross-sections of the surfaces for the random and the high autocorrelation cases, respectively. 1000 sets were simulated for each decile of each parameter (black boxplots) and 100 sets were simulated for each percentile (grey boxplots) of each parameter. These illustrate the changes in both the expected value and the variance as a function of the stochastic parameters. model parameter(s) from observed spatial pattern. This is classical statistical procedure; in practice, it serves as the basis for obtaining the model parameter(s) to simulate landscapes similar to the observed one and thus deriving the empirical distribution of LPIs. If, for example, we have two observed landscapes (e.g. 10 years apart), the stochastic parameters would be estimated for both, a large number (e.g. 1000) of landscapes would be simulated for both on which the required LPIs can be computed. If there is less than 5% overlap between the distributions of the LPIs, the two would be said to be significantly different at the 95% confidence level. In addition, we can study the dependence of our estimates (model parameter(s), LPI confidence intervals) on data representation. This should provide guidance to users about limitations (e.g. bias, sensitivity, minimum sample size) of data representation.
We briefly illustrate the essence of these conceptual steps. Let us choose a spatial stochastic model to account for the two key elements of landscapes: composition and configuration. Composition will be accounted for by parameters describing the probability of categories at any location, while configuration will be accounted for by parameters describing the probability of same colour neighbours. In a Markov-type model for isotropic (i.e. no directional differences) binary (e.g. forest/non-forest) landscapes on a regular lattice this means exactly two independent parameters: the proportion of one of the categories and its spatial autocorrelation. The model is relatively easy to implement, it is equivalent to a first-order conditional autoregressive (CAR) model, and there are standard procedures to estimate its parameters (Cressie 1993) . It can be interpreted as the dependence between two locations being parameterized directly if they are neighbours, and conditionally via their respective neighbourhoods if they are not neighbours. In this regard, it is a model for spread (e.g. water dispersion, contagious disease), and can serve as a neutral model for other types of processes (e.g. harvesting).
We ran 1000 simulations of 64 ×64 cell landscapes for each combination of the deciles of the proportion (0, 10, …, 100) and autocorrelation (0, 0.1, …, 1.0) parameter, and 100 simulations for combinations of Fig. 3 . Scatterplots of seven frequently used LPIs for binary isotropic grids based on 1000 simulations for highly autocorrelated cases as a function of composition (proportion). NP stands for number of patches, PD stands for patch density, ED stands for edge density, LSI stands for landscape shape index, AWMSI stands for area-weighted mean shape index, MSIEI stands for modified Simpson's evenness index, and CONTAG stands for contagion. These non-monotonic scatterplots strongly suggest that expecting linear relationships between LPIs is unreasonable in many cases. Fig. 4 . Three 64 ×64 binary (white =forest) data sets from the Prince George Study Area (left column). The data sets were randomly selected from the joint CFS-CSA Landsat image based forest cover classification database (pixel size =30 m), which covers the approximately 10.3 million km 2 Prince George Study Area (British Columbia, Canada). The proportion and autocorrelation parameters were estimated from these images to control the simulation of landscapes to derive the empirical distributions. The second and third column illustrates these simulated landscapes.
each percentile of the parameters (1, 2, …, 99) and (0.01, 0.02, …, 0.99) respectively, and summarized the distributions of LPIs. As an illustration, we show two frequently used LPIs: the number of patches (NP), and contagion (CONTAG; Fig. 2 ). NP is an empirical measure of the 'geometry' of the landscape formed on the lattice, while CONTAG is an empirical measure derived from the entropy of the frequencies of edgetypes. Obviously, they depend on both model parameters in a different way. The expected value of NP follows the well-known bi-modal function of proportion (symmetric around 50%), but the amplitude is radically dampened as spatial autocorrelation increases. The variance of NP is somewhat reduced when the proportions are roughly equal (around 50%), but spatial autocorrelation does not seem to effect it appreciably. The situation is almost ''reversed'' for CONTAG: the range of expected values is somewhat reduced very close to the maximum spatial autocorrelation, but the negligible variance dramatically increases with autocorrelation and this increase is largest when the two categories have roughly equal proportions. In summary, even with this simple simulation model one can demonstrate: (1) why the same LPIs may be observed in patterns controlled by different processes, and (2) why different LPIs may be observed in patterns controlled by the same process.
We were also interested in the relationships between LPIs across all simulations. Assuming that ecologists would be more interested in studying highly autocorre-lated landscapes, we show here results for these cases only. The scatterplots of seven commonly used LPIs as a function of proportion (Fig. 3) clearly show that many of the LPI-pairs do not follow a linear relationship, in fact, several of them are not even monotonic. The distributions seem to have considerable spread and/or change of direction even for pairs of LPIs, which make empirical reports of high degrees of correlation (using limited numbers of landscapes) suspect.
Finally, we use some examples of testing the significance of the differences between LPI values from a study that evaluated the usefulness of LPIs for monitoring forested land cover change (Remmel et al. 2002) . The study used Earth Observation for Sustainable Development of Forests (EOSD) data (based on classified Landsat imagery), a joint project of the Canadian Forest Service and the Canadian Space Agency (Wulder 2002). Following the above described methodology, we determined the 95% confidence interval of LPI values for a landscape by collecting their empirical distribution over a series of landscapes which were simulated using the parameters (proportion and autocorrelation) estimated from the observed landscape. For simplicity and brevity we show three 64 × 64 randomly selected sample landscapes (Fig. 4) . The landscapes visually differ in both composition and configuration. Proportion of forest is 16%, 66%, 38%, and the spatial autocorrelation values are 0.9976, 0.7161, 0.9948 for A, B and C, respectively. Two hundred landscapes were simulated using these estimated parameters, and the significance tests of their differences are graphically summarized in Fig. 5 . CONTAG for DATA-A is significantly higher than the other two, but there is no significant difference between the CON-TAG values of DATA-B and DATA-C. NP values, however, are significantly different only between DATA-A and DATA-B; NP for DATA-C is not significantly different from the other two. As it is generally the case in statistics, one can accumulate impressive experience in ''guestimating'' parameters visually, but these must be taken with extra caution. Although the rigorous testing and detailed presentation of this (or similar) model(s) is beyond the scope of this paper, with these illustrations we have demonstrated the feasibility of this methodology to assess differences among LPIs.
These examples, from both simulated and real datasets, illustrate the similarities between the conceptual frameworks of bona fide stochastic models and landscape ecological models (Fig. 1) . The recognition of these similarities provides a wide spectrum of possible modelling techniques that should assist in building a foundation for linking patterns and processes. Such a foundation, for example, would require a clear description of the assumptions (e.g. forms of stationarity), and is likely to lead to manageable forms of testable hypotheses. In practical terms, such developments should also support avoiding potentially misleading practices, for example, reporting LPI values as ''shorthand summaries'' of landscape pattern, or using a small number of LPIs to create a low dimensional space and associating landscapes with locations in such a space. Attractively simple empirical measures are not substitutes for stochastic model parameters. The illustrated model is one of the simplest forms, but even this stresses that attention must be paid to formulating models in such a way that (1) they account for composition and configuration, and (2) methods are necessary to estimate their parameters. Possibly, neutral models provide the most constructive tradition in landscape ecology to link with stochastic approaches. Recent efforts toward modelling complex landscapes and testing their differences (e.g. using fractals; Hargrove et al. 2002) suggest that ecologists are ready to go beyond ''quantifying more about pattern than… understanding its ecological importance'' (Turner et al. 2001, p. 95) . We also hope that we have been able to reduce the scepticism (Aber 1997 ) of models in ecology, and stochastic models in particular. Fig. 5 . The relationships between the LPIs for the three test data sets based on 100 simulated landscapes. CONTAG clearly separates DATA-A from the other two data sets; however, CONTAG for DATA-B and DATA-C are not significantly different. NP for DATA-A and DATA-B are significantly different, however, NP for DATA-C is not significantly different from either of them.
